operating in a given family. It appeared possible and desirable therefore to derive an incompatibility system which would fit all the data so far obtained in the Cruciferae.
In surveying the family for suitable experimental material I chose Iberis amara. Ironically, Darwin in "Cross and Seif-fertilisation of Plants" describes it, together with I. umbellata, cabbage and radish, as self-fertile. I. amara is an annual which can be over-wintered if sown in autumn, but I have been unable to prevent it from dying after completion of flowering, so that it has not been possible to test the progenies against their parents.
(a) Stigma flushing.-This disadvantage is more than offset by the hundreds of flowers per plant and, especially, the flushing of stigma and style with purple anthocyanin following fertilisation, which seems to be a feature of the whole genus. This flushing is followed by the drying up of the stigma as it becomes un-receptive. An unpollinated or incompatibly pollinated stigma remains fresh, green and receptive indefinitely. Compatible pollen tubes grow down the style in about twelve hours. The flushing of the stigma has begun 24 hours after pollination and has developed the maximum intensity within 48 hours.
Incompatible pollen barely penetrates the stigmatic surface. This 305 early inhibition of the pollen has been observed in Capsella (Riley, 1932) , Radish (Lewis, unpub.) , Brassica pekinensis (Stout, ii) , and B. oleracea (Sears, 1937) and would therefore appear to be typical of Cruciferae. (A further indication that Crucifers have a common system.) The flush following compatible pollination enables one to carry out extensive series of pollinations duly determined by the reactions produced by pollinations of two days before. Also all unexpected or incomplete reactions can be repeated at once. Normally, five or six flowers are pollinated with any one cross, never less than three. It is necessary to carry out the pollination programme speedily because, as the plants become senescent, the flushing becomes tardier and weaker.
As might be expected, there is a strong correlation between the flushing of the stigma and seed setting. It is not complete however. Sometimes flushing is followed by failure to produce ripe seed. The first flowers produced on a plant are frequently incapable of forming ripe fruits. Sometimes a negative reaction is followed by partial setting, usually a half-fruit (each of the two carpels in Iberis contains one seed). This could be due to the slow growth of an only partially inhibited pollen tube. Since the stigma reaction is nearer to fertilisation than fruit development it is likely to be the more reliable of the two as an indication of compatibility.
It is worth noting that crosses between Iberis amara and other species such as lagascana and sempervirens produced the flushing just as readily as intraspecific pollinations (without producing any fruits), but no flushing followed crosses with more distant relatives such as species of Lepidium, Sisymbrium, Erysimum or Arabis. No observations were made on the distance travelled by the pollen tubes in these latter crosses. The sterility of all the species crosses confirms that the flushing of the stigma must be induced by a stage closely following fertilisation, if not by fertilisation itself.
Investigations into the mechanism were made in two series using material from different sources. The first series was exploratory.
The second was more intensive, being based on the knowledge acquired frcfm the first.
FIRST SERIES
The parent plants were grown in the spring of 1950 from seed supplied by the Helsinki Botanic Garden. Among the six plants (designated A-F) only the pollinations between A and the other five, in either direction, were compatible. Thus the six plants appeared to belong to two compatibility groups. Some seed was raised by selfing in the bud and selfing after cutting off the stigma, though neither produced an appreciable increase in seed setting.
Difficulty was encountered in that some families contained selffertile plants, which were reciprocally cross-fertile with all other plants. The presence of self-fertile individuals did not reduce the number of groups in a family so it was presumed that the self-fertility gene was not at the S-locus. There were also some male-sterile plants which could not be tested reciprocally. Sometimes, when self-fertility and male-sterility occurred in the same family, a male-sterile plant would be cross-fertile with all hermaphrodite sibs. In such cases it was presumed that these plants had the self-fertility genes masked by their male-sterility.
The original intention had been to make all possible pollinations within each family. But since, after making all pollinations, family 2 failed to disclose more than two groups, the procedure was modified as follows. One plant from each family was tested as female against all the rest. In general this revealed two groups, compatible and incompatible. A second plant from the same group as the first and 
III
The most critical evidence is from families i 2 and i combined (E selfed). Of i z plants i was self-fertile. The remaining xi fell into three groups, so the plant E must have been heterozygous. One of the three groups was reciprocally incompatible with both the others. These were reciprocally cross-compatible (see fig. i ). S3 S3, S7 S7 and S3 S7 and all pollen of S3 S7 was rejected by both S3 S3 and S7 S7. The reaction of the pollen of S3 S7 must be sporophytically determined with independent action of both alleles. The two groups in each pair of reciprocal families could be due to the homozygosity of common parent A. The evidence of family i, apparently contaminated by seed of A selfed, indicates however, that A was heterozygous and that the two mating groups of the other 1-7 5 6 6 families hide four genotypes whose identity is hidden by dominance. Inter-family pollinations revealed that there was one group common to all the families, except 8, which (being A selfed) differed from all the rest in not being descended from one of the inter-sterile parent plants B-E. Evidently this group had in common the S-allele which produced the cross-incompatibility between the parents B-E.
In general the results are consistent with the following parental genotypes :-A, Si S2; B, Si S3; C, S3 S5; D, S3 S6; and E, S3 S7. In all further discussion, for the sake of clarity, the S symbols will be omitted and the genotypes will be represented by the numbers alone in heavy type. The activity of an allele is denoted as follows. Where proven to be active the number of the allele has a dot over, 3 when proven to be inactive (recessive) it is in parenthesis, (3) ; otherwise the number is unqualified, 3.
The evidence both of genotype and of activity of individual alleles is not as unambiguous in this series as in the second series and I do not propose to discuss it further. A full treatment of the method of deduction will be given for the second series. i.i, , and j.'. The remaining 8 genotypes have not been fully tested and it is not known whether the style and pollen reactions are the same : .5, .6, i., .5, x.6, z.6, 1.7 and 2.7. We know that at least one of the alleles i and 2 is recessive in the pollen to each of , 6 and 7. If we assume that alleles which are independent of each other will bear similar dominance relations to further alleles (which by analogy with step-allelomorphs is to be expected and might be used as a working hypothesis) we can place the alleles in a descending order of dominance.
Theninthestyle 3 =75 and 6>x =2. show a strong but not complete correlation between pollen and style. This lack of correlation is reflected in 2 out of 92 pairs of reciprocal pollinations being discordant.
Self-fertility seems to be fairly frequent, the breakdown of incompatibility appearing to occur equally on the male and female sides for pollinations between self-fertile and self-sterile plants are reciprocally compatible. In this material the self-fertility is not due to a change at the S-locus.
2.7
2.8
Fin. 3.-Compatibility relationships of the parent plants of the second series. There are three cross-compatible classes and no reciprocal differences. Proposed genotypes entered at right of rows.
The reliability of the technique can be judged by the fact that out of 552 different cross-pollinations only one (49 X46) was inexplicable.
SECOND SERIES
A second series of crosses was made in i 951, to test whether the conclusions from the first series applied in unrelated material, and to obtain more extensive information on the dominance and other inter-relations of a sample of S-alleles.
The parental material was obtained from Poznan Botanic Garden in two seed packets : one labelled I. amara, sown as family 14, the other I. amara alba odorata, sown as family 15. The two packets produced very similar plants which showed as much cross-incompatibility between packets as within packets, so they probably came from the same population. 2.7 and r.6 x.2 5.7 z.6 : 6.7 0f15 t * The 20th plant was feeble, male-sterile, and was not tested. t One plant appeared to be male-sterile and "self-fertile" (see text).
accordance with their position in the dominance series as indicated by the experiment.
We can predict the genotypes to be found in all the families produced by intercrossing the parent plants. These are shown in table i together with the family numbers and the number of plants per family. The proportions of self-fertile plants are also shown.
Evidence presented later will indicate that these self-fertile plants (in contrast with those of the first series) were so by virtue of their Sconstitution. We can in any case be sure that none of the genotypes present in entirely self-sterile families are self-fertile and thus by a process of elimination can arrive at those few genotypes which might be self-fertile.
We can thus classify all genotypes according to their self-sterility and according to the families in which they will be expected. It must be remembered that nine is only the maximum possible number of alleles. It is quite likely that the actual number was less, and that different numbers cited above and in table i refer to identical alleles.
(a) Intra-family tests.-Each family consisted of ten plants when possible. The method of making test pollinations was slightly modified from the first series since if four genotypes are expected in a family one must try as far as possible to recognise all four of them. The more rough and ready methods used in the first series had not fully tested or recognised all genotypes. After putting self-fertile plants to one side one plant of the remainder from one of each pair of reciprocal families was tested as against its sibs. As a rule some were compatible, making a second class. When no compatibility was disclosed (e.g. family 25) two further plants were tested. One plant in any new class was at once tested as seed parent against the remainder. This usually revealed at least one and usually two further classes which were again tested as The next step was to check that the reciprocal had the same four classes by testing against the four test plants of the first family. Agreement was the rule. In family 24 only two classes had been found and a third turned up in the reciprocal 23. This in its turn when used as a tester on 24 revealed the fourth class. The four final classes behaved as expected. Details of these intra-family pollinations are shown in fig. 4 .* It will be noticed that crosses between identical S-genotypes may be compatible and half-compatible (21-2, 26-7), or incompatible and half-compatible . This is not surprising in view of the delicate balance in strength of reaction needed to produce halfcompatibility. Slight variations in modifiers could easily swing it over from full setting to no setting.
In only two pairs of reciprocal families was there any discordance.
Family i6 and the reciprocal i each had four classes but two of those in i were represented by single plants neither of which corresponded to one of the four in i6. The other two classes were represented in both. One plant from each group in i6 had already been entered for the inter-family crosses and the aberrant plants in i were not tested further. However, the four test plants from i6 all behaved appropriately so we can assume that the anomalous plants in 17 were contamination of some kind. The only other family for which it was necessary to invoke contamination was 34-5. On first examination there appeared to be four mating groups between them, two comprising single plants. One of these, 34.3, was more or less sterile with all other groups when tested as , but compatible with all as . Closer examination showed that though the anthers were of normal size they were empty of pollen.
Its behaviour could be explained as that of a self-fertile but male sterile plant (a constitution frequently met with in the first series).
Later tests showed 34.1 to be 1.2 with both alleles active. Then 34.7 must be 6.7, with i.7 and 2.6 as the missing genotypes, both of which are already known to be incompatible with 1.2 (34.1). Therefore 34.2 does not belong to any one of the four expected groups and is probably a stray seedling. On the other hand i. and 2.6 might well be compatible with 6.7, in which case from the pollinations shown in fig. 4 they would be classified with 34.1 giving an expected ratio of ' : i ; the actual ratio is i o : 4.
The following families had four self-sterile classes (exclusive of presumed contaminants) : 16-7, 2 1-2, 23-4 and 26-7. These contained no self-fertile plants.
Of the remainder, the following had three self-sterile and one self-fertile class: 19-20, 28-9, 30-I and 32-3 . This in itself is a strong indication that the self-fertility (except in 34.3?) was due to a particular S-allele constitution.
* In addition to the two types of pollination represented in figure I , there is a third in which the square is half blacked out. This has no connexion with the intensity of the stigma coloration which is quite variable but characteristic of the seed parent. It means that only a proportion of the pollinated stigmata flushed. These results were repeatable. They must be due to weak compatibility. In the wild, with open pollination, such weak compatibility would be effective incompatibility. other, the complementary one with no common allele. Reference to fig. shows that in families 19-20, 28-9 and 32-3, the pollen of one of the self-sterile classes was incompatible with all the self-sterile plants. Similarly in families 28-9, 30-I and 32-3 the style of one of The following families had less than four classes revealed.
Family x8 had only eight plants and was without a reciprocal.
Four plants were self-fertile. The remaining four fell into two classes but one of the expected classes, 1.3, which was known to be self-sterile, was missing from this family. Thus instead of an expected four equal classes we had 3 : : o (self-sterile) : 4 (self-fertile), not an unlikely ratio in a small family. Family 25 was again without a reciprocal but contained twelve plants of which five were self-fertile. The remaining seven appeared to comprise one class since they were all incompatible with each other. However, just in case two genotypes were present three plants were entered for the inter-family tests. These showed them to comprise two classes, the third self-sterile class being missing. Instead of an expected ratio of 2 x : i (two of the classes not being separable, the actual frequencies were 7 : 0 : 5 (self-fertile).
Family 34-5 has already been considered. The cross-relationships of the classes within a family can give only limited information about the gene actions and give no clue to the identity of the different alleles. Their main value is in the detection of the classes. For further understanding we need inter-family pollinations. (Backcrossing to the parents would be equally informative but is impossible in this annual species.) (b) Inter-family tests.-One plant was selected from each self-sterile class in a reciprocal pair of families (more than one when a class was suspected of containing more than one genotype) and each was tested against all the other families-thirty-eight plants in all were used. Of those families containing four classes, in 23-4 and 30-I one of the self-sterile classes was disclosed too late to be included in the tests.
The first nine test plants were crossed as female to every other one. As will be expected from table 2, many genotypes were represented several times. In order to save superfluous work test plants behaving alike and coming from families with a common genotype were reduced to one representative. Unfortunately this sometimes resulted in discarding plants with similar phenotypes but different genotypes and consequently other genotypes remained over represented. It will be seen that the incompatibilities shown by some plants are the sum of those shown by others. Thus (iv) has the incompatibilities of (i) and (ii), (v) those of (i) and (iii) and (vi) those of (ii) and (iii). This can only mean that groups (i), (ii) and (iii) each have an active incompatibility allele and that groups (iv), (v) 3 and 4 because as they are the two alleles in plant 14.1 they will always occur as alternate alleles in any family of which it is a parent.
We can therefore arbitrarily attribute the genotype 2.3 to (iv) and 1.3 to (vi). By an extension of this argument (i) has z active in the pollen ; (ii) has 3 active and (iii) has i active. (It will be noted that we have obtained this information without reference to the genotypes of the nine tester plants used as females.) From this starting point we are able to make an almost complete analysis of the whole of the data in the inter-family crosses. Thus, in the family 19-20 we expect the genotypes 2.3, 2.4, 3.8 and 4.8. We know that 20.1 has z active in the pollen, 19.2 has 3 active and 20.3 is 2.3. Therefore 20.1 must be 2. was not used as a ) and grouped according to their behaviour. At the end of the row or column is given the genotype and gene activities inferred from the results.
In addition to those symbols used in fig. a, (4) indicates weak activity.
sufficient strength to cause full incompatibility. It is then shown thus:
(i). Where the information is insufficient the symbol is unqualified.
(c) Method of inference.-Extreme caution must be used in interpreting the data since the activity of the alleles in style and pollen may be quite independent. Having found an adequate explanation of the data one is tempted to cease searching for alternatives. But we are here trying to obtain definite information about the interaction of alleles and therefore we must allow for all types of gene action not excluded by the data. .1.1.1.1.1. Iii.
If we confine our attention to the intra-family pollinations which have disclosed four classes, it is usually possible to arrange the 4 X 4 pattern of compatibilities so that whereas the top left to bottom right diagonal (representing the intra-class pollinations) is fully incompatible, the other diagonal is fully compatible. This is because in families containing four alleles it is always possible to group the four classes into two pairs which have no common allele and are thus inevitably cross compatible. The fully compatible diagonal is obtained when the two innermost and two outermost pairs of classes are without a common allele. Thus:
Conversely, if a 4-group, 4-allele family is arranged so as to give a compatible diagonal, it is probable that the inner and outer pairs TABLE 3 of groups are complementary, unless the degree of cross-compatibility between groups is high. An incorrect diagnosis will probably be recognised during later cross-testing.
An important exception to the rule of the compatible diagonal arises when the parents had one allele in common so that the four genotypes in the family are produced by only three alleles. One of the classes may then be incompatible with the other three classes. On the other hand, if it is compatible with one of the other classes, it will be possible to produce a compatible diagonal, but further analysis on the assumption that one is dealing with a four-allele family instead of in fact a three-allele one will be misleading. That is obviously one trap to beware of in such analyses. Further data in the form of inter-family tests or backcrosses should reveal the true situation.
Having determined which pairs of genotypes have no common definite conclusion only if the common allele has already been shown to be active in one of the classes. It must then be inactive in the other. If one allele has shown itself inactive in either style or pollen, the other allele must be active in both style and pollen of every selfincompatible genotype. But if two classes with a common allele of hitherto unknown activity are compatible, the allele may be inactive in style of one, pollen of the other, or both. Let us now make such an analysis on family 21-2 whose interclass compatibilities are shown in fig. 7 , arranged so as to give a compatible diagonal. For the argument to be followed more easily it is reproduced here. TABLE 4 Excluding the diagonals, examination of the incompatible pollinations enables us to conclude that 2 is active in both style and pollen of 2.3 and 2.4 and that 3 is active in style of 3.7 and pollen of 2.3.
The partial incompatibility of pollination 2.4 X 4.7 needs special consideration. In detail, a 2.4 plant, pollinated by six 4.7 plants gave full compatibility with three but only partial compatibility with the other three. Thus 4 either in style of 2.4 or pollen of 4.7 or in both is not acting at full strength but we know nothing more definite. Let us now turn to the compatible pollinations. All that we are able to conclude from the compatible pollinations 2.3 x 3.7, 4.7 X2.4, 4.7 X 3.7 and 3.7 X 4.7 is that 3 is inactive in style of 2.3, pollen of 3.7, or both ; 4 is inactive in the style of 4.7, pollen of 2.4, or both; 7 is inactive in style of 4.7, pollen of 3.7, or both, and also inactive in style of .7, pollen of 4.7, or both. We can however go a stage further because, since 4.7 is self-sterile, 4 and 7 cannot both be inactive in the style.
So we have made a little progress. But we can still draw on information from the inter-family pollinations of fig. 6 (4) is almost inactive (b) in pollen of . (4) is inactive. From the same source we find that 3 is inactive in the style of 2. (s). Our whole knowledge of this family can now be summarised thus:
Pollen .
. .
z.
3.7 4.7
Style .
4.7
To this we may add that some of the remaining alleles must be inactive. Not all can be, for since 37 is self-sterile, either 3 or 7 must be active in both pollen and style. The interpretations of all intra-family results of fig. 4 , based on similar analyses, are given in fig. 7 . Self-fertile genotypes are placed entirely in parenthesis, but this must not be taken to imply that both alleles are necessarily inactive in the pollen and style.
(d) Second generation.-F urt her evidence was obtained from a second generation raised from all compatible crosses within family 19-20. These were In addition, as a control, a re-sowing was made of family 25, which also served as a check on the peculiar reciprocal differences in behaviour of 3 and 4. Fig. 8 ... t All evidence with this sign traces back to a single pollination .6 x .5 which was incompatible. Therefore little weight can be attached to it.
Out of a total of 45 possible combinations only 6 homozygotes and 4 heterozygotes are entirely unknown. Of a large number all we know is that one of the alleles is active. Only 19 phenotypes are thoroughly analysed. * Of these, I 3 are alike in pollen and style (four being homozygotes without the possibility of interaction) and the remainder are more or less dissimilar.
The most striking features are the contradictory dominance relations of 3 and 4. Allele 3 is active in the pollen of genotypes '.3 and 2.3 but recessive to i and 2 in the style. On the other hand 4 is active in the style of genotypes 1.4 and 2.4, though not always strong enough to give complete incompatibility, and recessive to x and 2 in the pollen. These genotypes have been studied from a large number of pollinations so that there can be no doubt of the validity of these assertions. Particular interest therefore attaches to the activity of the alleles in 3.4 plants. The evidence of the second generation shows that 3 is active in pollen and style, whereas 4 is active only in the style and then imperfectly. Since 4 is active in styles of 1.4 and 2.4 while 3 is recessive to and 2 one might have expected 4 to be dominant over 3 in style of 3.4 making that genotype self-fertile. This is not so.
(f) Self-fertility.-It will be noticed that evidence is most easily obtained about those alleles which are frequently active. Where alleles are usually recessive there are no pollinations available to prove their activity in any combination where they might be active except by producing them in the homozygous condition. This applies in particular to the self-fertile genotypes. In two of the families, 19-20 and 28-29, the seif-fertiles were tested in all combinations against their sibs but they gave no information about the activity of the alleles in pollen or style because the alleles concerned were recessive or partially recessive in the self-sterile sibs. This was rectified in family 19-20 by studying the second generation. Over all the selffertile genotypes the only definite conclusions are about 4.8, described above, and 4.9 in family i8 where, since 1,4 X4.9 is compatible, 4 must be inactive in the pollen. It may be pointed out that inactivity of both alleles in style or pollen or reversed dominance (e.g. (). in pollen and .() in style) would be sufficient to produce full selffertility. There is no evidence so far that would rule out reversed dominance since there is a certain independence of gene action in pollen and style. Genotype 3.4 though self-sterile comes very close to being self-fertile through reversed dominance. Self-fertility due to homozygosity for a recessive self-fertility allele is ruled out in the case of 4.8. But 5 is known to be active in some genotypes and 6.7 is self-sterile, proving that either 6 or 7 or both are not self-fertility alleles. Thus, of the five self-fertile genotypes, 4.8, 4.9, 5.8, 6.8, 7.9 and 8.9, only two, 8.9 and 6.8 or 7.9, could be homozygous for a selffertility allele.
This has a bearing on the number of S-alleles in this material, of which the maximum number was 9. We know that all the alleles shown to be active (i, 2, 3, 4 and 5) are different. The above evidence of the self-fertiles shows that 8, 9 and 6 or 7 could be the same selffertile S-allele. But whilst 4.8, 4.9, 5.8, 6.8 and 7.9 are self-fertile 4.6, 4.7, 5.7 and 6.7 are self-sterile. Thus neither 6 nor 7 can be identical with 8 or 9, but 8 and 9 are probably identical self-fertility alleles.
We may rename them f. The simplest explanation therefore is that 8 and 9 are the same self-fertility allele (f) which is dominant to 4, and 6 (= 7?) and recessive to i, 2 and 3 in the pollen, but recessive to at least i, 2, 3 and 4 in the style and possibly to , 6 (and 7) as well. Thus the number of alleles in this material, originating from six plants, is 7 or 8. Their dominance relations are summarised in fig. 9 . The connecting lines between alleles denote what is actually known about their relationships. Though 6 and 7 are unconnected with the other alleles we know they must be low in the dominance series because they are recessive in either style or pollen, or both, to all the others with the exception of 5 whose relation with it is not known. They are therefore placed at the bottom. Thinner lines and smaller dots : evidence meagre. Alleles 6 and 7 : These are placed at the bottom with a query because their activity was not proven in any genotype but they are not self-fertility alleles. They are presumed to be low in the dominance series.
DISCUSSION
In view of the rather novel interactions revealed between the S-alleles it is important to establish confidence in the experimental technique.
One hundred and fifty self-sterile plants were tested in 593 intrafamily pollinations involving five or six flowers each, and many repeated. Only four plants did not fall into expected groups. One STYLE POLLEN of these was probably a male-sterile self-fertile as previously experienced.
The other three could only be explained by contamination.
In the inter-family tests twenty-one plants were tested as females against a maximum of thirty-eight and a minimum of twenty-two plants, involving 605 pollinations (many repeated). No inexplicable results were obtained.
Examination of fig. 9 shows an overall similarity in the dominance relations in pollen and style but important differences in detail. In both, the alleles can be arranged in a linear order f-om top to bottom so that when dominance occurs it is usually of upper over lower. Independence of alleles may occur when they are at similar levels on this linear scale. Alleles which are independent in pollen can
show dominance in st) ijn and vice versa.
The biggest difference between pollen and style is that the linear order of alleles I and 4 is reversed though there are other quantitative changes especially of 3 relative to 4 without involving a reversal of the positions of the alleles.
When multiple allelic incompatibility with dominance was first discovered (Gerstel, 1950; Hughes and Babcock, 1950) there was an apparent contradiction. It might have been expected that the existence of a large number of mutually exclusive specific S-alleles indicated multi-dimensional qualitative differences between them.
A dominance series indicates a uni-dimensional quantitative difference.
It was this contradiction which had led Lewis (xg4) to conclude that such an incompatibility system did not exist. The present data throw some light on this contradiction. If we take the interactions in the pollen the alleles can be arranged in a linear order of dominance, and similarly, but not so consistently, in the style. But the two linear orders do not correspond. We can thus regard the overall relationship of the alleles as multi-dimensional, the dominance relationship representing the projection of these dimensions on to a line transept. We have only to assume the dominance in pollen and style to be represented by two unparallel lines through this multi-dimensional distribution to explain the change in dominance relationships. The shift of the dominance projection line from pollen to style would be due to the change of environment. If it were possible to measure the alleles in some other attribute in which they might vary, say rate of pollen tube growth, mutation rate, temperature at which destroyed and so on, the linear orders would be expected to vary more widely than does dominance between pollen and style.
COMPARATIVE GENETICS
It is desirable to compare the relationships of the alleles in Iberis with those in the few other known instances of sporophytic control of the pollen with multiple alleles.
In Cosmos (1954) Crowe has also found dominance and independence in pollen and style with incomplete correlation between the behaviour in the two sexes.
In both Crepis and Parthenium the authors imply that the S-alleles are independent in style and sometimes show dominance in the pollen. Their own data contradict this however, because the results can only be explained by assuming some dominance in the style also. (In Parthenium R4 is recessive to Ri, R2 and R3. In CrepisSi is recessive to S2, S3 and Si1 In any case each study of this phenomenon has involved only a small sample of alleles in each species. In my own experience my fiist study of Iberis showed almost complete correlation between dominance relations in the two sexes, the one exception being based on slender evidence. It is obviously dangerous to generalise from small samples when sporophytic control in style and pollen presents so many possibilities for variation. There is probably no real contradiction between the results so far obtained from Parthenium, Crepis, Cosmos in the Compositae and Iberis in the Cruciferae even though from the presence of Iberis in a totally different family one might have anticipated important differences.
It would seem likely that the simultaneous existence of dominance and independence between S-alleles, in both style and pollen, is a necessary accompaniment of incompatibility systems which combine multiple alleles with sporophytic control of style and pollen. 
CROSS-INCOMPATIBILITY IN A NATURAL POPULATION
At the western margin of Royston Heath, Hertfordshire, there is a natural population of Iberis amara. According to Pryor's Flora of Hertfordshire there was in 1840 a population of this species "In and about a plantation adjoining west part of Royston Heath ". It appears that the same population has been in existence for over a century, for Pryor's description agrees with the present site. At the present time the population consists of thousands of individuals growing as annuals. It is reasonable to suppose therefore that an equilibrium has been achieved. Fig. xo represents a plan All pollinations were recorded as compatible or incompatible according to their stigma reaction but, as a check, the same crosses were scored later according to fruit setting. There were few cases of conifict between the two scorings. The general conclusions were the same with both scoring methods. Out of 52 plants grown, 5 were discarded as self-fertile.
Of the pollinations within families 27 out of 82 (38 per cent.) were incompatible. In biparental families the average cross-incompatibility to be expected theoretically is 50 per cent. This is borne out by the earlier experiments of this paper. If we consider the two maternal alleles, one or other of which will be present in every plant even after open pollination, and assume that one of them is active * By " family" is here meant the progeny of a single open-pollinated seed parent which will probably have several pollen parents.
in all the progeny bearing it, cross-incompatibility due to the maternal alleles alone would be 25 per cent. If both alleles were active, but in only half the plants carrying them, the cross-incompatibility would be down to 12 5 per cent. At the other extreme, if all alleles were active the maternally derived cross-incompatibility would be 50 per cent. It is probable that 33 per cent. cross-incompatibility comprises an appreciable amount of cross-incompatibility between paternal alleles, either through a common pollen parent or through pollen parents with common alleles.
Out of 7' pollinations between families with a common site 8 (i i per cent.) were cross-incompatible, and out of 67 between sites only 3 (48 per cent.) were cross-incompatible.
The above figures are based on all pollinations. Since so much depends on whether one or both of the alleles of any tester plant are active, and on the identity of the active allele, a more exact comparison is made if we confine ourselves to pollinations made on to a common tester plant.
The first two rows have data selected from tester plants common to the columns being compared. Unfortunately very few test plants were common to "within sites" and "between sites ". However, the results are the same for each row. Now if all alleles have an even chance of being active (penetrance 50 per cent.) and all individuals are heterozygous, the frequency of random pairs of plants with a common S-allele will be four times the frequency of cross-incompatibility. Furthermore, according to the argument of an earlier paper (Bateman, i 947a) , if the frequency of random pairs with a common allele is n the total number of S-alleles is 4 n. If we apply these arguments to the data on cross-incompatibility between sites (45 per cent.) the proportion of random pairs with a common allele is i8 per cent. and the total number of S-alleles will be 4/o18 = 22.
But we know that there is great variation in penetrance (even if the mean is 50 per cent.) according to the position of the allele in the dominance series. Furthermore we have evidence from the earlier experiments that independence is frequent, which would raise the mean penetrance above 50 per cent. Again we would expect on theoretical grounds considerable variation in gene frequency (Bateman, 1952) for the more recessive alleles would be more frequent than the more dominant ones. Allowance for any one of these sources of error would increase the estimated number of alleles. We can safely assume therefore that 22 is an under-estimate of the number of S-alleles in this natural population of Iberis amara.
Further conclusions as to the structure of the population can be drawn from a comparison of the within-sites and between-sites pollinations. The greater cross-incompatibility within-sites demonstrates that even within a population extending about 30 yards in length (the distance between sites g and 3) there is no panmixis, but on the contrary a correlation between probability of inter-crossing (proximity) and relationships (as given by number of alleles in common).
It should be stated that the Xa for heterogeneity between the within-sites and between-sites pollinations is only 2I7 for one degree of freedom. This is not quite significant at the 5 per cent. level (P = 0 o5-ox o) even after allowing that we can halve the probability given in the table since we are only expecting deviation in one direction. But the data on which they are based are very consistent and the conclusions are in any case to be expected from the evidence on the behaviour of pollinating insects presented in an earlier paper (Bateman, 1947b) . (c) Dominance and independence are found in both pollen and style. The relationship of a given pair of alleles need not however be the same in both.
(d) The alleles can be arranged in a linear order of dominance, independent alleles being at the same position. The same alleles form a partially different series in pollen and style.
(e) Self-fertility is fairly common. In the first sample it was due to a recessive gene independent of the S locus. In the second
